
Value assessment criteria Our approach

1. Quality of service: the range and quality of services 
provided to investors

Are services provided by a strong and well governed 
organisation with highly experienced staff? Is service quality 
high and are customers satisfied? What features are available 
and how do investors benefit from them?

2. Performance: the Fund’s performance after deduction of 
all charges, considered over an appropriate timescale and 
having regard to the Fund’s investment objectives, policy and 
strategy

How has the Fund performed and what controls are in place 
to monitor performance?
What action is taken to address periods of underperformance?

3. Authorised Fund Manager (AFM) costs: for each charge, 
the cost of providing the service to which the charge relates

Are the charges paid by investors reasonable in light of the 
cost of providing the services they receive? Are costs robustly 
controlled? 

4. Economies of scale: considering whether the AFM is able 
to achieve savings and benefits from economies of scale, 
whether they have been achieved, and whether such savings 
have been or will be passed on to investors

Have economies of scale been identified and, if so, have they 
been passed on to investors?

5. Comparable market rates: a comparison of the Fund’s 
charges against the market rates of similar funds

How do the Fund’s charges compare with similar funds on 
the market?

6. Comparable services: considering the Fund’s charges 
against those applied for comparable services provided to 
other clients of the AFM and those of its associates

What does the Manager, or its associates, charge for 
comparable funds or investment services to other 
customers?

7. Classes of Units: considering if it is appropriate for 
investors to hold Units in classes subject to higher charges 
than those applying to other classes of the same fund with 
substantially similar rights

Are some investors in the Fund invested in a more expensive 
share class than others?

APPROACH AND ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
The assessment has been undertaken by the Manager as part of 
our regulatory responsibilities and those of our Board. Our Board 
includes two independent non-executive directors, one of whom 
(the Board Chair) has overall responsibility for this assessment. 
Our Board has been actively involved in the value assessment, 
including debating and agreeing the approach summarised 
below as well as dedicating significant time to scrutinising 
the findings and conclusions. In particular, our independent 
non-executive directors have focused on what is important 
to investors, robustly challenging the Investment Manager if 
they felt value was not being delivered.

Our Board sees this assessment as a continuation of a focus 
on value demonstrated through actions taken in recent 
years. This includes an Annual Management Charge (AMC) 
reduction in September 2017 and a further reduction in July 
2020, as well as periodic in-depth reviews of the Fund, which 
include consideration of value. 
The following table summarises the FCA’s prescribed criteria 
for consideration and the approach taken to assess these 
(illustrated by some of the questions we asked ourselves as 
part of the assessment):

The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) requires all Authorised Fund Managers to undertake an annual assessment of value. 
This document summarises the assessment undertaken by us, Marks and Spencer Unit Trust Management Limited, as the 
Authorised Fund Manager (the “Manager”) of The Marks and Spencer Worldwide Managed Fund (the “Fund”). 
This assessment is focused on whether the payments made from within the Fund for various charges and costs are justified in 
the context of the value delivered to investors in the Fund. 
The FCA set out a minimum of seven criteria to be considered as part of this assessment and we outline our approach against 
these criteria below. 
Overall, we conclude that the Fund is delivering a good quality of service, that costs and charges are reasonable and that economies 
of scale are passed on where appropriate. We believe the Fund is delivering value in most areas, including achieving its objective, 
but note that performance relative to its comparator could be improved. Action is being taken to address this, including enhanced 
monitoring and changes to the investment strategy. We also plan a reduction in charges to improve value to investors.
We document our key conclusions and any action being taken in light of our assessment below.
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CONCLUSIONS AND ACTIONS
1. Quality of service:
The Fund is managed by Marks and Spencer Unit Trust 
Management Limited, part of HSBC UK. Marks & Spencer and 
HSBC UK are two strong businesses and trusted brands.

The Manager has strong governance in place, including a 
Board which is focused on managing risks which may result in 
poor customer outcomes. 

There is evidence of this governance working effectively, such 
as the recent Board decision to reduce the Fund’s Annual 
Management Charge (AMC) from 1.28% to 1.18% in July 
2020. This reduction was implemented to improve value to 
investors.

Key measures of customer outcomes all indicate a positive 
customer experience, including low levels of complaints, high 
levels of customer satisfaction, a dedicated telephone service 
and good quality assurance results.

The Manager has experienced staff managing and administering 
the Fund, all with appropriate training, supervision and oversight.

The Investment Manager, HSBC Global Asset Management 
(UK) Limited, has a broad and deep team of appropriate 
investment managers in place as well as relevant administration 
experts providing professional oversight. 

Investors in the Fund benefit from valuable features and 
services, including a high-quality telephone service. There is no 
additional charge for these services (above the Fund’s AMC) 
for direct investors. Customers holding the Fund through a 
third-party investment platform may experience other charges 
outside of the Manager’s control. 

Investors benefit from engagement activity by the Investment 
Manager. This refers to how the Investment Manager not only 
selects investments, but also challenges companies on how 
they address environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues*. 

This includes exercising voting rights to influence strategy at 
the companies in which the Fund invests. 

2. Fund performance:
The Fund’s performance** to 31 Dec 2020 was:

1 year 
return

3 year 
cumulative 
return 

5 year 
cumulative 
return

Fund 0.3% 7.6% 41.5% 

Performance 
comparator 5.7% 15.4% 43.7% 

An investment of £1,000 in the Fund for each period below 
(ending 31 Dec 2020) would be worth†:

1 year 3 year 5 year
Fund £1,003 £1,076 £1,415 

Performance 
comparator £1,057 £1,154 £1,437

We focused our assessment on the Fund’s medium-term five-
year performance, but also considered shorter-term three and 
one-year performance. 

The Fund is not managed with reference to a benchmark. 
To enable investors to assess the performance of the Fund, 
it is compared against the performance of the Investment 
Association Mixed Investment 40%-85% Shares sector. 

The Investment Association Mixed Investment 40%-85% Shares 
sector has been selected to compare performance against 
because it consists of similar funds. Many funds sold in the UK 
are grouped into sectors by the Investment Association (the 
trade body that represents UK investment managers), to help 
investors to compare funds with broadly similar characteristics.

The Fund has delivered strong performance over five years, 
including achieving its objective to achieve capital growth and 
income in the long term (five years or more). 

The Fund’s performance is marginally below its comparator 
over five years, and significantly below the comparator over 
three and one year periods.

We closely monitor performance and the Board is in regular 
dialogue with the Investment Manager to understand 
the drivers of this underperformance. A key driver was the 
relatively high level of UK stock market holdings of the Fund 
compared with many other funds in its comparator sector. 
The Fund performed below many other funds in the sector 
because the UK stock market fell significantly in value over 
2020 compared with other global stock markets (which 
generally rose in value over the same period).

The Board have agreed to an action plan to address the 
underperformance, including putting in place enhanced 
monitoring measures and progressing changes to refine the 
Fund’s investment strategy.

The Investment Manager plans to implement refinements to 
the Fund’s investment strategy in the second quarter of 2021. 
These changes include increasing the flexibility of the Fund’s 
investment strategy to allow new opportunities to be captured 
and to increase diversification. 

The Board also continue to monitor the impact of Coronavirus 
(Covid 19) on the operations and performance of the Fund.  
Operations have proved resilient and good levels of customer 
service have continued to be maintained. Performance will 
continue to be monitored as noted above. 

Investors, and potential investors, should review the latest Unit 
prices and most up-to-date performance information whenever 
considering investment decisions. The latest Unit prices are 
available on our website along with further Fund information.

3. Authorised Fund Manager costs:
The Fund’s current total Ongoing Charge is 1.28% per annum 
made up of the Fund’s AMC of 1.18% per annum and fund 
expenses of 0.10% per annum.

We reduced the Fund’s charge last year to improve value to 
investors. As part of this latest assessment, we have identified 
further opportunities to improve value, so the Board has 
asked the Manager to review and to reduce the Fund’s 
charges. This review is underway and a reduction is expected 
to be applied within the next six months. 

The AMC covers services such as investment management, 
fund administration and our management of the Fund 
(including providing the services outlined above).

The fund expenses include safe custody of the Fund’s investments, 
independent oversight, audit fees and regulatory fees.

We have assessed the Fund’s charge, including considering 
how it relates to the actual costs incurred in providing the 
services being charged for. Our Board has concluded that the 
charge is reasonable and justified in the context of the cost of 
providing relevant services to investors. 

* For more information about engagement activity, please see: https://bank.marksandspencer.com/pdf/EngagementPolicy.pdf

** This information relates to the past, and past performance is no guarantee of future performance. Fund performance figures are shown on 
a net basis (after all charges have been deducted) and are based on the Accumulation Unit class. Source: Morningstar.

†  These amounts assume an investment of £1,000 made 1, 3 and 5 years respectively prior to 31 Dec 2020. Please note that all amounts are 
net of charges.
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In particular, the fund expenses incurred in addition to the Fund’s 
AMC are lower than average compared with similar funds. 
We have also considered the Fund’s transaction costs and 
consider these to be reasonable for this type of fund. We also 
note the Investment Manager’s commitment to manage 
these costs while moving to the refined investment strategy 
noted above.

4. Economies of scale:
Investors benefit from economies of scale through the 
Manager’s use of professional fund administration experts 
who negotiate competitive pricing from relevant service 
providers. 

Savings in the fees for services such as safe custody and 
independent oversight have been achieved in recent years 
and were passed on directly to investors.

5. Comparable market rates:
The Fund’s charges are comparable with other similar 
funds.*** We keep these charges under regular review.

6. Comparable services:
The Manager does not provide any comparable services.

An institutional client has a holding in the Fund. The 
institutional client holds the same share class as individual 
retail investors but does benefit from a preferential AMC 
arrangement. They do, however, pay Fund expenses at the 
same rate as individual retail investors. This arrangement has 
been assessed and the Board considers it to be appropriate 
with no disadvantage to other investors.

7. Classes of Units:
The Fund has a single class of Units, available either as an 
Accumulation or Income Unit, both having the same charges.

DEFINITIONS
Accumulation Unit: means a type of Unit where the income 
earned by the Fund is retained in the Fund.

Annual Management Charge (AMC): means the ongoing 
fee paid by an investor to the Authorised Fund Manager for 
managing the Fund, charged as a percentage of the value of 
the investor’s holding in the Fund.

Authorised Fund Manager: means a firm authorised by the 
FCA to manage investment funds such as unit trusts.

Board: means the Board of Directors of Marks and Spencer 
Unit Trust Management Limited.

Cumulative return: means the money made or lost on 
an investment in the Fund assuming that it was held over 
a whole specified time period (e.g. three or five years), 
expressed as a percentage of the initial investment. 

Fund: means The Marks and Spencer Worldwide Managed Fund.

Income Unit: means a type of Unit where the net income 
earned by the Fund is paid out to the investor (please note 
that ‘net income’ refers to the fact that the fund’s AMC is 
deducted from the income of the Fund).

Investment Manager: means HSBC Global Asset 
Management (UK) Limited who have been appointed by the 
Manager to make investment decisions for the Fund.

Manager: means the Authorised Fund Manager, Marks and 
Spencer Unit Trust Management Limited, who has overall 
responsibility for managing the Fund.

Ongoing Charge: means a measure of what it costs to invest 
in a fund. It includes the fee paid to the Authorised Fund 
Manager (the Annual Management Charge) and other 
operating costs. 

Safe custody: means the safeguarding and administration of 
the assets in which the Fund invests. 

Trustee: means the organisation responsible for safeguarding 
of the assets of the Fund, including overseeing the 
Authorised Fund Manager. See the Fund’s prospectus for 
further information.

Transaction costs: means costs incurred by the Fund when 
buying and selling underlying investments. These costs 
include direct costs, such as commissions paid to brokers, 
fees and taxes; as well as indirect costs such as the ‘dealing 
spread’ representing the difference between the buying and 
selling prices of the Fund’s underlying investments.

Unit or Units: means a Unit in the Fund. An equal portion 
representing part ownership of a unit trust fund.

*** Based on Fund charge data sourced from Morningstar.


